[Long-term prognosis in patients with vasovagal syncope after pacemaker implantation].
Patients with syncope, without presence of a structural or primary electrical disease, have a very good prognosis. On the other hand, recurring syncope has a negative impact on quality of life and involves a real risk of physical injuries. Vasovagal syncope usually requires no medical therapy and the most commonly recommended instruction include avoidance of fainting triggers, exercise that mainly provoke leg muscles tension, increase salt consumption and drink indicated amount of fluids. In the case cardioinhibitory type of vasovagal syncope the pacemaker implantation can consider. Unfortunately, not all patients benefit from this treatment. Medical society clearly highlights that proper qualification of VVS patients is the most important factor for cardiostimulator implantation. This article aims to summarize the most important research and guidelines concerning cardiac pacing for patients with vasovagal syncope.